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Specialized Lead Wires
Filling Larger Bole

In Lamp Design

The most conmon varieties of leads produced
by GE are conhinations of nickel, Dumet and
copper alloys.

0ne part leads or "straights"
are the least conplex of the

leads we supply.

Selecting the correct lead wire
for a lamp is critical to its per-
formance, service life and
ultimate cost.

The availability of sophisticated
wire-to-wire welding procedures
and an unending variety of clad
and bare wire alloys has given
today's engineers a great deal of
flexibility in meeting these
requirements.

A lead may be as simple as a
single strand of wire or as complex
as three different wires u,eldecl
end-to-end. Materials may range
from ordinary copper to
platinum clad molybdenum.
The lead wires primary purpose
is to conduct electrical current or
a signal through the vacuum seal
in the glass envelope. A second
lead r,r,ire carries the signal or
current ollt.
By cornbining different naterials
in the lead wire assembly, other
tasks can be accommodated.
These include mechanical sup-
port for the filament, electrical
resistancg vibration damping or
circuit breaking.

A wide variety of lead wire
designs, too many to enumerate
herg are available from GE
Lighting Components in
Cleveland, Ohio. Every lamp
product has its on n particular
lead wire configuration.

Changing Technology
The techr-rology is growir-rg and
changing almost claily. Our ability
to weld diverse materials permits
us to select the best u,ire for each
part of the lead. New nire combi-
nations have been deraloped to
rneet special needs and such
processes as dip forming are
available to create metal com-
posites u'hich can satisfy several
design demands at once.

Typically, in the construction of a
multipart lead, a high tempera-
ture material is utilized for the
lamp enralope enrrironment, a
metal that matches the expansion
of the glass is used in the seal
area, and a high conductivity wire
is selected fbr the outer lead.

Types Of kadWires
Whether they are a single wire or
a three part assembly, lead wires
consist of three basic sections: the
external or "outer" section con-
nected to the power source; the
seal or "press" section that is
irnbedded in the glass, and the
"inner" section that connects to
and often supports the filament.
GE produces literally billions of
lead wires each year for its orvn
requirements and dozens of other
lamp makers around the world.
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Herg briefly, are some of the
more common types that GE pro-
duces on a regular basis.

One-Part Leads
One part leads are the simplest
types because they have no weld
knot. Materials can be nickel,
Dumet, or others. They are
generally referred to as "straightsJ'

Two-Part Leads
Tito-part leads are two wires
joined by a single weld. One of
the wires does double duty as
both the inner and seal section, or
the outer and seal section. Nickel
and Dumet are the most common
materials used. Applications
include neon glow lamps and
some types of fluorescent tubes.

Three-Part Ieads
Three-part leads are the most
common of the ualded leads
tnanufactured by GE, They con-
sist of three u,iresjoined by t.lr,o
welds, forming the inner section,
the press section and the outer
section.

Head lamps and signal larnps for
automobiles are almost always a
nickel inner, Dumet seal, and
coppel'outer secl ion.

Fluorescent lamps usually have
Cumet (CCFe) or copper outer
leads, a Dumet seal section and
nickel or nickel iron irrrrer
section.

In hard glass lamps, the seal
section may be tungsten or
molybdenurn and the inner
section nickel, stranded nickel
or stranded nickel copper.

Most other three part leads
consist of a copper outer, Dumet
seal and an inner section of
nickel, copper or copper nickel.
Sorne come with a fuse section
made of Monel@'or nickel clad
Dumet.

Hook leads, in which the inner
portion has a formed hook at the
end, are described in the next
section.

Molybdenum foil leads, in which
a molybdenum foil tab is used for
the press section, are described
on page 5.

Other leads include:
Formed leads, with the inr-rer
or outer section formed with
one or more bends, are normally
made to specific customer
requirements.

Stranded leads have a portion of
their length, usually the outer
section, made from an assembly
of twisted wires. Used in high
intensity discharge lamps and
other applications where flexible
connections are required, they
generally consist of a number of
smaller wires wound around a
central core wire.

''li adennrk, I N CO Fcuni \ of Contpani es

Most lamp leads produced by GE have a Dumet
press section, hut the other sections vary
widely. Shown in the photu top right, are nickel
inner, Everdur outer; iron innen copper outer,
and nickellnickel.

Two-part leads, center photo are used in glow
lanps and fluorescent tubes.

Itlickel-iroicohalt alloy is another widely used
naterial for the press section (botton photo). It
can he conhined with any numher of nickel
hased, copper based or other alloys.

Stranded leads, ahove left, offer greater flex-
ihility than a single wire.
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In some cases, stranded wire is
produced without a core. If
desired, cut lengths can be fused
at one end to prevent fraying and
the other end can be covered with
a nickel sleeve to increase
weldability.

Pointed leads have the end of the
outer section rounded to serve as

a pin for socket insertion. They
are commonly used in cathode
ray tubes and receiving tubes.
Pins are produced to standard
specifications on special pin
rolling equipment and can be
supplied in a large variety of
diameters, lengths and materials.

Fused leads are welded assem-
blies in which one part, usually
the outer, has been designed to
act as a fuse.

Tube leads are made by flattening
a straight round wire and then
drawing the flattened portion
through a circular die.forming
a tube.

Flat end leads are made from a
straight round wire and flattened
on one or both ends,

Round leads are usually formed
of large diameter wire and act as

current carrying supports in
larger lamps.

Channel leads are made from a
metal strip which is formed into a

U-shaped cross section and bent
according to specifications. They
are used in lamps having a mogul
bi-post base.

Hook Leads
In the normal lamp-making
process, the tungsten filament is
clamped or crimped in place by
folding the top of the lead wire
over the filament. But for some
types of lamps, a preformed hook
is preferred. On these leads, the
end of the inner portion has been
flattened or sheared and then
formed into a hook.

V or U Shapes

Hook leads may consist of a
single wire formed at one end or
twq three or more dissimilar
wires welded together with a hook
formed at one end. They are
classified by the shape of the
hook as either Regular (V shaped)
or Parallel (U shaped) hook leads.
ln addition, some larger sizes may
have corruga.ted surfaces.

GE produces a complete line of
hook leads. Data on typical
length, diameter straightness and
weld knot tolerances are available.

Leads with a forned hook are ready for last
and easy assemhly to the lamp sten,

Hook Lead Dimensions

F

D

of-

M

ln ordering hook leads, either "V" lor the V shape (left) or "U" for the parallel shape bight) should be

specified. (V shaped will be supplied if no distinction is nade.) The letter synhols in the diagrans
refer to the following dimensions:
C-flatwidth F-flatness L-leglength S-hookspread
D - wire dianeter H - hook length M - mandrel diameter
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Molybdenum Foil Leads

\A/hen leads are to be sealed in
quartz, etched molybdenum foil
tabs are usually used for the press
section.

Molybdenum can provide a good
hermetic seal because it matches
quartz's coefficient of thermal
expansion and can withstand
high pinching tempemtures. The
tab shape is preferred over a wire
because it minirnizes the stresses
generated by the wide swines in
temperature.

The molybdenum foil is etched to
an approximate lenticular cross-
section to minimize the forma-
tion of leak channels along the
edge of the coil.

The typical etched foil lead is
usually made of GE Type 218
tungsten or Type I(W rnolybde-

num wire with a platinum clad
molybdenum weld tab to facilitate
joining to the inner lead. Welds
for these leads are strong and
reliable.

Applications include high
temperature mercury arc lamps,
tungsten-halogen cycle lamps,
infrared heat lamps, and certain
electronic and instrumentation
applications.

GE offers a number of engineer-
ing options with its etched foil
Ieads. For instance, for some
applications we flatten the outer
lead (0.015/' -0.018' thick for
0.030/ diameter wire or 0.022' -

0.025tt for 0.040" diameter wire) at
the welded end. For other uses,
nickel wire or a wire of another
compatible material can be butt

welded to the end of the outer or
inner lead if desired. GE also
offers a number of alternative
dimensions and configurations of
etched foil leads.

Etched foil leads (above) are welded assenhlies
used as lead wires in nany types of hard glass
or quartz encapsulated devices lhelow).

Standard Sizes And Tolerances

INNEN TEAD,

218 Tungsten Wire
..020" t.0005"

0r
Type KW Molybdenun Vtlire

.015" -.040" t .001"

WELD TAB

Platinun Clad Molybdenun
I to 2nn long. (Length

dinension is parallel to
major axis of lead).

OUTEN LEAD

KW Molybdenun wire
0.030" or 0.040" x .001"

gmm to 20mm 6.5mm to 28mm

a .smm t .smm

smm to 12mm

I .smm

Typical size and tolerance linitations of molybdenum foil leads. The outer and/or inner leads nay be
offset from the center line of the foil tah if desired.
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Tahle I
Physical Properties of Glass Sealing and Lead Wire Materials

0.05

0.50

0.25

42

Ti 0.4

Bal. Fe Bal. Fe

0.10

0.50

0.25

5.75

42.5

0.10

0.50

0.25

46

Ti 0.4

Bal. Fe

0.10

0.50

0.25

51

Bal. Fe Bal. Fe

0.15

0.60

0.40

28.00

0.50

0.02

0.30

0.20

29

Co 17

Bal. Fe

Analysis: Carbon

Manganese

Silicon

Chromium

Nickel

Copper

0lher

99.95 99.S0

P

8.02 Fe, residuals

0.10 Max

0-75.1.25

0.25 Max

0.20 Max

41.00 - 43.00

0.15 Max

Fe, residuals

0.06 Max

0.50 Max

0.35 Max

0.25 Max

46.50.48.00

0.15 Max

0.10

0.50

0.25

Bal. Fe

42

19.3

0.697

10.2

0.369

8.94

0323

8.94

0.323

8.26.8.32

0.2s8.0.301

8.26 .832

0.298.0.301

8.12

0.293

8.12

0.293

8.12

0.293

8.17

0.2s5

8.30

0.300

7.60

0.274

8.36

0.302

Density: grams/cc

lbs. per cu. in.

0.025

74

0.025

74

0.029

84

0.028

81

0.032

93

0.054

158

0.04

116

0.31

900

0.34

1000

Thermal Conductivity

20-100"c

Cal/cm/sec/cm'?/ 'C

Btulinlhr/sq. lti 'F

0.948

2760

0.8

2320

0.2 .0.3 Nt)

46

275

3.6

43

258

3.9

63

380

2.8

4g

254

3.4

EE

33

31

5.2

31

33

Electrical Resistivity (20'C)

Microhm - cm

[)hm per cir. mil ft.

Elec. Cond. % IACS

1.71

10.3

r0l

2.03

12.2

85

7.3.12.0

M.72
24-14

7.0 . 15.0

42.90

25-12
430

2.3

72

430
1a

s5

570

1.8

435

1450

2642

0.1 I

341 0

61 70

0.033

r0B3

1981

0.0s2

r083

1981

0.092 0.11

380

0.11

380 380

1425

2591

0.12

380

1425

2597

0.12

2S5

1425

2597

0.12

460

1425

2597

0.12

530

1425

2597

0.12

610

1425
aEoa

0.14

261 0

4130

0.066

Curie Temperature 'C

Melting Temperature 'C
.F

Specilic Heat caligr.

76 . 851

96 . 105'

50.1

47.1

47.6

50.5

62.5

83.2

99.0

43.4

44.1

46.1

64.1

85.6

100.1

65.5

70.8

82.6

90.4

100.0

1 15.0

1 25.8

71.0

73.7

75.0

74.4

74.3

86.8

100.2

oo6

101.0

101.0

100.0

100.0

102.1

110.0

94.6

100.5

105.3

107.0

107.8

111.2

112.6

58.6

52.0

51.3

48.9

50.6

61.5

78.0

Lq

46

46

46

46

46

51

57

Thermal Expansion

iniin/oC x 107

25.100"C

25.200"C

25.300"C

25 . 350'C

25 . 400 "C

25.500"C

25 - 600'C

108

172

177

178

181

183

188

168

172

177

178

tBr

183

188

50.65'
80. r00,

75

50

30

B6B

20

490

360

I
c45

50

120

110

30

888

4l

l\4echanical Properties

(Annealedl

Ulrimare Str. {1 000psi)

Yield S1r. {1000psi)
o/o Elong.l2'1

Bockwell Hardness

Elastic Modulus {l 06psi)

35

l6

35

16

100 Max

80 Max

10 Min

100 Max

B0 Max

10 Min

ot

34

30

876

21.5

BO

34

30

876

21.0

80

40

30

880

23

82

34

27

876

23

BO

40

35

883

24

85

55

'E
885

30

46

Ni

52

Ni.

27

Cr

Dumet

0Fc 0.02P

W

Kovar

Dumet llCopper

Glass Sealing Materials

42.6
Ni Cr.

Gas.

Free

420/oNi

lAxial aI 25. 400"C IL|\J'C x 101

'znadial at 25. 400"C LLILL/'C x l01
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0.06

0.25

0.05

s9.5

0.05

0.03

0.20

0.05

9S.5

0.05

Ti 0.04

Ms 0.04

23

Fe Core

0.10

4.75

0.05

95.0

0.12

0.90

0.1 5

bb

31.5

0.04

0.20

Fe 7 .28

16

76

70

Bal. Zn

35

Fe Core

8.89

0.321

B.B9

0.321

8.72

0.315

8.84

0.319

8.41

0,304

8.53

0.308

8.23

0.294

8.15

0.284

0.15

435

0.15

435

0.12

350

0.062

180

0.036

104

0.2s

845

0.46

1 330

0.38

1 100

9.5

57
,IB

9.5

57

18

18.3

110

I

48.2

2S0

3.6

98.1

590

1.7

6.1 6

37
1a

4.4

26.4

40

5.9

35.3

30

360

1455

2651

0.13

360

1455

2651

0.13

352

1427

2600

0.13

43/60

1349

2460

0.102

-125
1427

2600

0.1 09

954

1 750

0.09 0.10

770

133

139

1M

146

148

172

133

13S

144

146

148

172

133

139

144

146

148

153

140

145

150

155

160

165

115

199

0.1"

770

70

25

45

862

30

70

25

45

862

30 30

85

40

40

868

26

100

45

40

874

31

50

60

16 24 24

Monel3

400

30%
CCFe

40%

CGFe

Metal Alloy lead Wires

70.30
Brass

Nickel
211

Clad Materials
(Also see Dumet)

The Three Sections
lnner Section
ln addition to its ability to eonduct electrical cunenl, the inner lead wire must

have welding compatibility with the press section and often provide some

structural support for a filament.

lnner sections are usually straight wires, but some are made with preformed

hooks or flats to accommodate specific design functions, such as supporting

components. Cleanliness is frequently a concern for inner lead materials as

evolution of gases inside the envelope is undesirable Nickel plating is fre.

quently specified in order to prevent oxidation of the lead.

Candidate materials include oxygen.free copper, Cumel, (a copper-clad steel,

CCFe), zirconium copper, dispersion strengthened copper {DSC), chrome

copper, 200 nickel, 205 degassified nickel, 211 gassy or gas.free nickel, nicket

plated copper, chrome copper alloy, nickel plated iron, molybdenum or

tungsten. lnner lead surfaces exposed to lamp atmosphere should be 0FHC

copper only. Temper specified for those materials range from full hard to soft,

depending on the application.

The inner section extends from the stem press into the lamp Length is

measured from the end of the press section, including the weld knot.

Press Section
This part 0f the lead is hermetically sealed into the glass or encapsulating

material. To maintain the seal for the life of the component, il is necessary to

select a material with a coefficient of thermal expansion that matches

the glass.

By far the most common material for these applications is Dumet, a copper

clad nickel-iron. lt is made expressly to seal with soft glasses such as soda

lime and lead glasses used in many lamp capacitor and diode applications.

The material also provides good electrical resistivity, a high melting point, and

good conosion resistance

For hard glass applications, tungsten, molybdenum, nickel iron and nickel.iron

cobalt alloys are used in the press section.

When leads are to be sealed in quartz, an etched molybdenum foil tab may be

used because it has a better coefficient of thermal expansion match and can

withstand high pinching temperatures.

The length of the press section is measured so that it excludes the weld knot.

This provides a measurement that indicates the exact length available for

making the seal.

0uter Section

The external section is the least sophisticated part of the assembly and

hence cost plays a large part in material seleclion. Copper, copper-clad iron,

nickel-plated copper, 0r nickel.plated iron are normally used with special alloys

such as manganese nickel and Everdur as candidates for special applications.

0n outer leads, a section that functions as a fuse may be added to prevent

short circuits or surges from causing failures within the sealed lamp or tube

ln mosl four or five part leads, one of the parts is usually a fuse

The outer seclion extends from the stem press t0 the base of the lamp and

connects directly into a socket. lts length is measured from the end of the

press section and includes the weld knol.

All sections loined t0 the press section include the weld knots in their

measured length. Alt 0lher measurements are made 10 the cenler 0f the weld

knot, or to the end of the lead, if not welded.

7
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Manufacturing and iluality Control

Lead wire assemblies are rrranu-
factured in a modern, well
equipped facility that is entirely
devoted to this specialized prod-
uct line. Wire is drawn to precise
dimensions on wire mills de-
signed and built to GE's specifica-
tions, annealed to achieve the
properties required, cut and
welded on high speed production
equipment and carefully in-
spected to make certain all
specifications are being met.

Because of the tiny sizes we deal
with, in-process quality control is
in effect at every operation. The
dimensions of redressed wire dies
are checked on several instru-
ments before the tooling is re-
leased to the production floor,
and the production equipment is
checked continually to make
certain it is functioning within
set parameters.

Wires are cropped, matched end-to-end, and welded in a high speed opention that
produces up to 300 two and three part leads per minute.

n

C)

fhe rueld area is visually inspected on every Wire is kept under tension through annealing so its speed can he carefully controlled.
hatch of leads coming off the welder, This enahles operatorsto achieve more exact propetties in the final product.
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Annealing
Treatments

Hardness
Designation
Materials used in our leads may
be specified in different tempers.
Listed are current hardness sym-
bols and their description.
These designations follow the
material symbol, for example:
2068Crcu(Hd) (NP) or 25116Ni(S)
(t/-Hd).

Standard Tolerances
The following specifications and
tolerar-rces are GE standards for
lamp leads. For best possible
sen ice and price, they should be
used u,henever possible.

Anneal
Type Descriplion

#1 ENTIRE LEAD ANNEAL - Enrire leads involving

nickel and copper are annealed at a temperature

suitable for annealing copper, but below the anneal

ing point for nickel. After annealing, the leads are

put through a straightening process to recondition

leads which become distorted during the anneal.

#14 ENTIRE LEAD ANNEAL - This is the same process

as #1 anneal, except the final straightening opera.

tion is omitled.

#2 H00K ANNEAL - This process anneals only the

hook on finished leads.

#3 0UTER LEAD ANNEAL - The ourer and press leads

are annealed as a unit before being welded to the

inner lead. This applies only to handmade leads.

#4 INNER LEAD ANNEAL - The inner lead is given a

special anneal before being welded to the press and

outer lead parts. This applies only lo handmade

leads.

#6 SPECIAL ANNEAL - Any annealing treatment

desired, which is not covered by any of the forego.

ing, should be accompanied by a detailed explana-

tion on the order.

fl ENTIRE LEAD ANNEAL - The enrire lead is annealed

similar to the #1A anneal, except at a higher

temperature suitable for annealing nickel. This

temperature is above the melting point for copper.

Thereforq this anneal is unsuitable for a complete

lead having copper parts.

#S ENTIRE LEAD ANNEAL - The entire lead is annealed

similar to the #1 and #1A anneals, except for the

longer time suitable for annealing nickel in large

diameters.

When annealed lead wires are required, they should be

designated by the symbol for the annealing treatment

desired, followed by 'Annl' For example: 3511 (NilS) Hk

Con - 164D-2584CU - #2 Ann.

For a three-part lead. when the inner and outer leads

require different annealt the inner lead anneal is listed

first, followed by the outer lead anneal. For example:

8090 NilS) Hk-3720-5085Cu(NP) #4 & #3 Ann.

The annealing treatments apply t0 any type of lead wire

Tahle Il- Hardness Designation

h'rquiries about specifi cations for
special leads (or standard leads
rvithin special specifi cations)
should be directed to GE Lighting
Cornponents (see page 12).

Tahle lll - Typical Dianeter and Length Tolerances

I

(/c Hd) 0ne-0uarter Hard 21

l1/rHdl 0ne.Half Hard 37

{% Hd} Three-0uarters Hard 50

(Hd) FullHard or Hard 60

DescriptionSymbol
Nominal

% Reduction
ln Area

lnner Section 10 to 30
31 to 60

61 to 100

Any

t 1.0

x2.0
r 3.0

0.50
0.75
0.75

I
t
t

Press Section 10 to 20

10 to 20

211o32

211o32

9 or less

0ver 9

9 or less

0ver 9

t 0.3

t 0.3

t 0.5

r 0.5

t 0.25

t 0.50

t 0.25

t 0.50

0uter Section
(Non Fuse)

9r020
21 to 60

Any
1.0

2.0

1
!

+

t
0.50
0.75

t 0.50

r 0.50

t 0.50

Outer Section

(Fuse)

8 r0 10

1l t0 16

17 to20

Any

t0.20-0.30

t0.25.0.35

t0.00-0.50

N0TE: for l-part leads the dianeter tolerance for press sections given ahove will apply.

Tolerance for total length is t.50 nn.

For 2-part leads the length tolerance for the press lead is xl.0 nn.

Wire
Diameter

(Mits)

Diameter
Tolerance

(Mils)

Iength
Tolerance

(mm)
Iength
(mm)

Iead
Section

Machine-Made 2 or 3-Part Leads



Straightness
Tolerances
The inner leads are regularly
tested for straightness and
freedom from burrs. Samples
tested are required to drop by
their own weight to within 3mm
of the weld knot through a cylin-
drical hole gauge described in
Table IV

Symbols For
Materials
Table V lists the materials and
symbols that are used in GE's lead
wire product designatior-rs.

Materials are annealed unless
other temper is indicated.

(NP) Indicates Nickel Plated
Material - a number follow-
ing it, the % plate by weight.

(S) IndicatesDegassified
Material

HK Indicates a Hook Lead

Ptd. Indicates a Pointed Outer
Lead

Weld lhot Data
GE's lead wire manufacturing
process is designed to maintain
tight specifications on u,eld knot
size and strength. The size of the
knot is controlled so that the
leads can be fed through
automatic equipment. Sample
leads from actual production
runs are checked regularly for
size and strength.

Table lV - Straightness Tolerances

Tahle V - Material Synhols

Tahle Vl - Typical Weld Knot Sizes

5 Mils greater than wire diameter

7 Mils greater than wire diameter
50 Mils or smaller

51 Mils and larger

2 inches

2 inches

Iengthlead Wire Size lnside Diameter of Hole

OIMENSIONS OF GAUGE

Mo MolybdenumAI Aluminum

CCFe Copper Clad kon (Cumet) Mo{KV) Molybdenum

CCFe{30) Copper Clad kon 30%

Conductivity

Ni Nickel 200, Gassy

Nickel 205, DegassifiedCCFe(40) Copper Clad lron 40%
Conductivity

Ni(s)

NiD Nickel 211, GassyCrCu Chrome Copper

Copper, 0xygen Free NiD(S) Nickel 211, DegassifiedCu

PlatinumCu(NP) Copper, Nickel Plated Pt

Ti TitaniumD Dumet

Ev Everdur {Silicon Bronze) W Tungsten

Zirconium CopperFe lron (Low Carbon Steel) ZrCu

#52 Alloy 50% Ni-Bal. FeFetNP) lron Nickel Plated

Kovar Kovar {Nickel lron
Cobalt Alloy)

Material 0escriptionMaterial Description SymbolSymbol

8t016
16 to 40

13 Mils*
Dumet

Tungsten,

Ni/Fe/Co Alloy,

or Molybdenum

8t040
41 to 50
51 t0 60
Above 60

20 Mils

30 Mils

35 Mils

{Varies with materials used)

* 
Where any pure copper, nickel-plated copper or copper alloy wire is involved, the addition is 18 mils.

** 
For Dumet wire larger than 16 mils, the weld knot diameter will vary, depending on both physical and chemical

properties 0f the two materials involved.

Material
lf Diameter 0f

Press is - (Mils)
Weld Knot Dimension-

Diameter of larger Wire Plus

t0



Writing Lead Wire
Specifications 0rdering Data

ln designaling lead wire configurations, the sections are

listed in sequencg beginning with the inner section and

ending with the outer section. Each part is described by

giving the following information in the order shown:

1) Diameter in mils (first two digits) or millimeters

2)Finished length in millimeters (second two digits)

3)Material symbol - see list of materials and their

symbols on Page 10

4) Finish and special treatments, if any

5)Kind of form of inner or outer lead, such as straight
(no designatiqn), hook, or pointed.

6)Annealing treatment, if any (see Page 9)

Typical examples are:

2538Ni (S) A Hk.1612D-2047Cu

lnner Seclion -
Diameter: 25 mils (.025 inches, 0.64 mm)

Length: 38 millimeters

Marerial: Nickel 205, Degassified

Form: Hook. Refer to Hook Lead data on page 4.

Press Section -
Diameter: 16 mils (.016 inches, 0.41 mm)

Length: 12 millimeters

Material: Dumet

0uter Section -
Diameter: 20 mils (.020 inches, 0.51 mm)

Length: 47 millimeters

Material: Copper, 0xygen.Free

EXAMPLE: 2013Ni-123D-1634Cu (Hd)

lnner Section -
Diameter: 20 mils 1.020 inches, 0.51 mm)

Length: 13 millimeters

Materiat Nickel 200, Gassy

Press Section -
Diameter: 12 mils (.012 inches,0.30 mm)

Length: 3 millimeters

Material: Dumet

Outer Section -
Diameter: 16 mils (.016 incheq 0.41 mm)

Length: 34 millimeters

Material: Copper, 0xygen-Freg Hard

EXAMPLE: 355Ni(S).16310

lnner Section -
Diameter: 35 mils (.035 inches,0.89 mm)

Length: 5 millimeters

Material: Nickel 205, Degassified

Press Section -
Diameter: '16 mils (.016 inches, 0.41 mm)

Length: 31 millimeters

Material: Dumet

New Product Request For 0uote

Requested By:- Phone:

Customer Lead Wire Product Specifications Requirements.

Customer

Customer Drawing Number:- lssue Date:

Customer Specifications:

lnner Lead Section: Press Section:

Fax:

Customer:

Date 0f Reouest:

A:Length-MM
D:Diameter-lN

B:Length-MM
E: Diameter-lN

Material:

Color; 

-

Temper: Soft

Soft only

0xide Thickness:

Percent Ni. Plate:-

0uter Lead Section

C: Length-MM
F: Diameter-lN

Material:

Grade: 

-

furcent Plate:-
Temper:

Soft_
/q HD-
HD-

Bend Torque:-
Bend Anole +l -

A c

D F

Material:

Crarla.

Percent Plate:-
Temper:

Soft-
/q HD-
Hri_

Bend Torque:-GM/CM

Bend Anole: +l -

Grade: 

-

Cutoff Burr: Cutoff Burr: 

-

Weld Knot Max:-Weld Knot Max:-
Straightness:- x 

-Gage0verall Straightness: 

- 

x 

- 

Gage

0ther Special Requirements:

Customer Specifications And/Or Drawings Attached: Yes- No-
ls The Chemistry 0r Material Grade Defined: Yes- No-
Certification Required: Yes- No-
Special Notes lnner leads with copper wire require 0FHC copper.

0uter leads with copper wire can use ETP or OFHC copper.

l1
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The lighting Market And Beyond
GE Lighting-Components is a
source for literally hundreds of
components and materials used
in larnp and vacuum tube
manu[acturing.

In addition to lead wires and lead
wire assemblies, we manufacture
tungsten wire, tungsten lamp
filaments, tungsten metallizing
wire and coils, molybdenum wire,
molybdenum lamp suppbrts
and molybdenum EDM wire;
lamp bases and formed and
fabricated parts.

We produce glass in the form of
bulb blanks, tubing and pressed
ware; Lucalox@ ceramics, lumines-
cent phosphors, inorganic
chemicals, fluxes, inks and getters.

Many of these products and
materials are also used in

semiconductor processing, elec-
tronic packaging and testing,
electrodischarge machining,
manufacture of cutting tools,
vacuum metallizing and many
other applications.

Some of these products may be
available from our inventory
while others may be custom made
to your specifications. Everything
we produce is subject to stringent
quality control procedures
whether it is destined for our
produc.t line or yours.

Because of the unique character
of many of these products, GE
stands ready to provide product
development or application
engineering assistance to its

, customers

For more information, contact
your regional sales representative
or one of the sales offices
indicated below.

0rderin!1
Information
Orders for lead wires can be
handled through GE Lighting -
Components' regional represen-
tatives, our headquarters in
Cleveland, or directly with our
manufacturing plant listed below.

GE Carolina Welds Plant
900 N. George St.
Goldsborq NC 27530
Phone: (919) 731-5113
Flax: (919) 73L-5146

Sa/es 0ffices ,

HEADOUARTERS

Donestic Sales

Nela Park

Cleveland,0H 44112

(216) 266-2451

FAX: (216) 266-3372

lnternational Sales

Nela.Park

Cleveland,0H 44n2
(216) 266-3295

FAX: (216) 266-3702

Telex:256616

r EUROPE
G.E. Lighting
Components Marketing & Salds
Iulelton Road
Leicester LE4 7PD England
Tel: 0116 261. 7754
Fax: 0L 16 26L 1,499

GE Lighting
Companents \

General Catalog 7670, February 1994,

Bepbces 7670, ll/93, 2/94/3M


